1. **Supplier Information**
   OFS  
   10 BrightWave Boulevard, Carrollton, GA 30117  
   Contact: Xavier Chiron (770) 798 - 2208  
   xchiron@ofsoptics.com

2. **Product Change/Recall Notice No.**
   2016-0006-1 DA  
   2a. **Include on**
   www.ofsoptics.com  
   Yes

3. **Issue Date of Change/Recall**
   May, 2016

4. **System & Product Description**
   Wall Mount Units discontinuation

5. **New Product ID**
   **OFS offers different versions of the SlimBox™ wall mount enclosure.**
   - **SlimBox 12:** The SlimBox 12-Fiber Wall Mount Module is both a termination and splice point for optical fiber in an indoor wall mounted environment.
   - **Slimbox 24:** The SlimBox Microduct Enclosure is an indoor wall mount enclosure specifically designed for FTTX networks. This enclosure accommodates and protects optical splices between input cables and internal, indoor distribution cables for both blown fiber and molding connections.
   - **Slimbox 64:** The 64 port enclosure provides the capability of splicing, splitting, and patching between the building entrance facility and the floor boxes or the customers point of entries.

6. **Old Product ID**
   **OFS is discontinuing the next products:**
   - Wall Mounts:
     - 200 Series LIU
     - Wall Mount Units:
     - WMU2 Wall Mount Unit
     - WMU4 Wall Mount Unit

7. **Associated Products or Changes Affected**
   The 100, 200, 200B series, as well as the WMU2, WMU4 and WMU8, are being discontinued.

8. **Drawing No.**

9. **Product Change Classification**
   DA

10. **Classification Substantiation**
    Discontinuation of product.

11. **Reason(s) for Change/Recall**
    New products are being launched with new features and compact dimensions.

12. **Description of Change/Recall**
    The related products are not part of the OCS portfolio any more.

13. **Effect of Change/Recall**
    Doesn’t impact performance.

14. **Material/Product Affected**
    - 100, 200 and 200B Series Fiber Optic Interface Unit (Wall Mount)
    - WMU2, WMU4 and WMU8 Wall Mount Unit

15. **Documentation Affected**
    Datasheets and web pages of the affected products.

16. **Supplier Implementation Date**
    June, 2016

17. **Modification Completion Date**
    June, 2016

18. **Modification/Recall Location**
    N/A

19. **Modification/Recall Cost**
    N/A

20. **Location and Quantity of Equipment**
    N/A

21. **Attachments**
    N/A

22. **Comments**